FAQ:
1. Q: What is the format of progress report for non-winning teams?
A: Please check in the application form in the Seeds official website.
https://www.huawei.com/minisite/seeds-for-the-future/community.html
2. Q: The application of this event starts on Nov.22nd, but Seeds program in our country
starts later than this application date. Can participants also apply during the Seeds
program?
A: Yes, they can apply.
3. Q: Who can get the certificates of this competition? All applicants or only winning
team?
A: 3 final winning teams only.
4. Q: Do we only open application to Seeds participants or to all university students?
A: Seeds participants only.
5. Q: Is this competition only for Seeds 2021 participants or for all Seeds alumni?
A: Only Seeds 2021 participants can join in the competition. We welcome seeds
alumni to get involved in the awards ceremony.
6. Q: Can students change their groups?
A: No, they can only join in with their original teammates. If they want to combine
team with other participants, they need to ask for agreement from other teammates.
They cannot change team names.
7. Q: What is the limit number of participants of each group?
A: Ten. If there were 9 participants in one group, they can involve one more student
in if they want. If there were 12 participants in one group, they don’t need to adjust.
Besides, we don’t have minimum limits for the number of participants. Only one
student can also apply as long as other team members agree.
8. Q: There are many uni-students having exams in Jan. What if they cannot participate?
A: Please try your best to invite winning teams to join in. If non-winning teams really
don’t want to join, then kindly invite them to participate in the ceremony. It only
takes one hour and participants have chances to take part in the lucky draw. They
may get prizes, play games and get full relax in the ceremony.
9. Q: Should the team leader apply only?
A: In each team, anyone can apply. But they can only send one person to apply.
10. Q: How many groups can apply in each country?
A: All the original groups can apply. Eg: If there are 4 groups from one country, they
can all apply. Group is the only concern, but not country.
11. Q: Who should I contact if I have more questions?
A: Please send email to info@pimchina.org and also pay attention to any updates
in our Seeds official website. https://www.huawei.com/minisite/seeds-for-thefuture/community.html

